To: All MDN Site Operators
Subject: Site ID Barcode Labels for MDN Samples

Every year the Mercury Analytical Laboratory (HAL) mails out a new series of Site ID barcode labels. Start using the new labels when they are received, older sets of labels can be discarded. Please check the labels to be sure that they match your site ID and that there are four sheets enclosed.

As a reminder, use two MATCHING labels per sample submitted. Use the labels in ascending numerical order for each sample you submit. If a sample is missed, continue to use the labels in order. If there would happen to be two samples in one week, use two sets of labels that week.

Place the left barcode label on the MOF and the matching right barcode label on the outside of the bottle barcode bag.

If you have any questions or concerns, contact the NADP Site Liaison at mdn@slh.wisc.edu or call toll-free at 1-800-952-7353.

Thank you for your continued cooperation.